
 

 

West Coast League 

Round 4 Power Rankings 
 

Well there were a few surprises in this round with unexpected drops down 

the rankings. The top of the rankings table is getting very competitive 

and the smallest error will see teams slip out of contention. 

 

1. Durak Stokal 

A first for the Stokal - they didn’t win a game. Their coach is rumoured 

to be one very angry dwarf, with much beard pulling, keg-kicking and 

cursing of all the known gods under the sky. Sure the fact it was a draw 

and not a loss possibly tempered Coach Frosthammer’s agitation somewhat 

but the players were scurrying to keep out of his sight for fear of being 

lambasted by the cantankerous old bastard. Nuffle help those players if 

Stokal actually lose a game. 

 

It was a tough day for Pelegar Mordrekkson, who suffered a smashed hip 

and will be missing the next game. The medical staff have advised the 

coaching staff that Pelegar has probably lost a step. Okri Peakgrinder 

continues in his role as defensive leader, yet again accounting for an 

opposition player being stretchered off the pitch. With this draw Stokal 

have just managed to stay ahead of the pack and the biggest threat is 

no longer coming from the Man-Terror Raiders, but those pointy eared 

upstarts from Echo Beach. 

 

2. Echo Beach Lightning 1 

So, when is the league going to launch an investigation into this team? 

Only performance enhancing drugs can explain the continued rise of this 

team and their ability to slaughter teams on the scoreboard even though 

they get repeatedly punched in the squishy bits by opposition teams. 

 

In their latest game the Lightning not only kept a clean sheet but 

crossed into the Ravens endzone five times even though they were roughly 

handled by the Ravens. The offensive star of the game was Ehrendil 

Wysalar, who ran in four touchdowns and still managed to stay alive 

considering a team-mate met their end during the game and another almost 
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went the way of the pine box if it wasn’t for the medical staff. A stand 

out moment during the game was Althadin Faeynore pulling the ball from 

the air after a sloppy pass from the Ravens. The Stokal better beware 

because the Lightning are pushing hard for top spot in the power rankings 

and would love nothing better than to go past the brave dawi and commence 

gloating so loudly that they might even surpass Coach Rex from Dkok for 

braggadocio. 

 

3. Da Klan of Kliffhangahz 3 

DKOK have maintained their hardness and showed their fellow greenskin 

cousins from Blacktongue how Blood Bowl is played. Da Klan not only 

smacked around the Raiders but also pounded them on the scoreboard, and 

the inconsiderate pricks didn’t have the decency to bring the lube. 

 

The offence has found its groove with another strong performance. The 

strong running game coupled with a solid passing game from gunslinger 

Finger Slippin Fun led to three touchdowns. This was complemented by the 

defensive unit holding out the Raiders and winning the Casualty battle, 

but only barely. We heard that Sherpa Sherp Snortrokk was brutally 

chop blocked and only avoided missing the next game due to the big lug’s 

regenerative abilities. Two other players will be missing for the team’s 

next outing, although Coach Rex has downplayed their injuries. We even 

saw a flash of the old Grip is Good in this game with him almost killing 

an opposing player (damnable Raiders apothecary was paying attention and 

saved the victim). 

 

Da Klan are definitely on the rise and Coach Rex is starting to back up 

all the talk. NUffle help him if they start to slide as the fan and media 

backlash will be vicious and vocal. 

 

4. Western Grudgebreakers 3 

Someone had their angry juice for breakfast on game day. The 

Grudgebreakers applied the beat stick to the hapless Tru Bloods with wild 

abandon, taking down more than half of the True Bloods. For all the 

violence, they only managed a single touchdown. This lack of scoring should 

be a concern for Coach Hymn as that may be a liability should the team 

make the finals. Young Peeve showed his coach that he has a chaos dwarf 

with the right stuff, scoring the team’s only touchdown and also 

contributed to the beat down. 
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This victory sees the Grudgebreakers take a step closer to the top but 

they would have to have some amazing victories to get past the other 

teams at the top. 

 

5. Man-Terror Raiders 3 

I almost spat out my beer when I saw the result of Raiders most recent 

game but I successfully restrained myself of laughing and thus no beer 

was wasted. Once again Smelly-It Wighthead was the only player making a 

contribution and I bet his jersey is the best-selling jersey at the team 

store. Commentators at the game lambasted the Raiders for the poor 

showing from the Raiders in all facets of the game, particularly how they 

couldn’t move the chains. Perhaps some over-confidence came into play as 

the Raiders weren’t expecting any sort of challenge from the Tainted and 

were already looking to their next game. With this result the Raiders 

take a bit of a slide down the rankings and also lost the lead of the 

division. Even with this set back I am sure the Raiders will be gunning to 

redeem themselves in their next game. 

 

6. Armadale A'holes 2 

So it seems the A’holes have found some form and not only won two 

consecutive games but also managed to claim the top spot in Group Chuck.  

Even more surprising than the win (not really when you consider the 

quality of the opposition) was the fact that none of the ladies on the 

squad were injured, even when the Bashers snuck a mine onto the pitch. 

The second touchdown resulted from an amazing display of agility from 

Beth, as she danced through a host of Bashers players to skip into the 

endzone. On a more serious note, an investigation has been launched into 

the suspicious actions of Sirya during the game after betting irregularities 

were detected by the authorities.  

 

With the A’holes tightening up their schemes and executing their plays 

as demanded by Coach Darth, these ladies could still be at the top of 

their division at the end of the season and secure their spot in the finals.  

 

7. Gang Green Jets 3 

Consistently inconsistent is all I can say about this team. Last round 

they were incompetence personified, yet in this game they absolutely 

crushed the Street Rats. The stand out player for the Gang was Matt 

Clawte, who scored one of the team’s three touchdowns as well as causing 

the only casualty of the game against some hapless journeyrat. This win 

keeps the Jets in the hunt for a finals berth but they will need to make 
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sure they keep winning games. A tough ask considering the consistency 

issues that have plagued the team. 

 

8. Overdosis 3 

Pre-game reports were full of stories about Coach Miki being a nervous 

wreck and his team of reprobates putting on the brown pants for the 

game against Durak Stokal. Well those fears were unfounded as the Elgi 

managed to come away physically unscathed and with a draw on the 

scoreboard. Of note was blitzer Kalei managing to seriously injure a dwarf 

and walk off the pitch at the end of the game without retribution, that’s 

one lucky Elgi! I am sure his name has been entered into the Stokal’s 

Dammaz Kron. With the confidence of this performance I expect the Elgi 

will be looking to cement a finals berth and improve their power ranking 

in their next game against the fetid nurgling fondlers from Tennessee. 

 

9. Manic Mud Puppies 5 

Here we have the biggest drop in the rankings for the round and it is a 

tough break for the Puppies as they kept it close. The team have found 

their passer-receiver combo and it shone in this game. Austin Beck is 

proving to be an elite passer in this league and his main target, Lucas 

Garnet, is a worry for defensive coordinators. Although, Lucas will be 

missing the next game after copping a heavy hit after his second touchdown 

and there are reports from inside the Puppies main facility that the hip 

injury was worse than originally reported. Although the offence were 

holding up their part of the deal, the defence struggled to stop the Elgi 

of the Dragons from crossing into the endzone three times. I am sure the 

team will be running extra defensive drills before their next game. 

 

The next game will be interesting as the Puppies will be without their 

main offensive target and will be facing a team with a fairly violent and 

stingy defence. I would suggest they will drop down the rankings even 

further. 

 

10. Emerald Dragons 3 

The rollercoaster ride is heading back up the hill once again. The Dragons 

found an opposing team that they could out score and out muscle – a 

rarity for a bunch of soft-bellied flower sniffers. Athasil led the charge 

with two touchdowns and was ably supported by the rest of the team. The 

young blitzer, Eladual, could be accused of animal cruelty after viciously 

beating a Mud Puppy. Lucky for him there weren’t any members of Beta 

(Beings for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) otherwise there would some 

sort of protest at the Dragons training facility for the remainder of the 
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season. So after this strong performance will the rollercoaster still be 

going uphill or more likely plunge back down the rankings. 

 

11. K Town Street Rats 2 

Not even Speedy Bob could save the Street Rats in this one as the Jets 

smothered them all game and never took the metaphorical pillow off the 

Rats’ face. The Cheese Meister tried his little rat heart out to lead his 

team to success, finishing with a high QB  rating and going through his 

plays efficiently, sadly the rest of the team didn’t seem to be following 

the same play book. Again the Rats needed to draft journey rats just to 

maintain their roster of eleven players. The financial struggles seem to 

be an ongoing issue for team management and the lack of funds means the 

team is unable to secure long term players. Rumours abound of financial 

mismanagement as the team owner has been seen in an ornate palanquin 

born by many rat ogre slaves, an odd occurrence for a team supposedly 

struggling to attract players. All I can say is, what else would you 

expect from those despicable thaggoraki!   

 

12. Bloodclaw Ravens 1 

Coach AdvanceOp, you’re lucky there are teams suckier than yours because 

your Ravens should be at the bottom of the power rankings after that 

performance. Yes, you have proven that Chaos teams can pass with Pastern 

proving to be a reliable chucker of the pigskin, but really just go back 

to basics and run the ball as you smash the opposition. It’s what Chaos 

do best so give up this madness of a passing game! It must be killing your 

fan base to see all the violent potential of your team wasted on some 

strange notion that you can teach your collection of chaos freaks to 

play like Elgi and somehow still win! 

 

I will say, at least the lads of the Ravens did administer a good kicking 

to the Lightning, racking up 5 casualties for the game. Sadly, one of the 

Elgi was saved by the Apothecary. After the most recent blessing by the 

ruinous powers the team’s blood-crazed Minotaur, Manbur Thunderhoof, went 

on a rampage through the Lightning’s roster. I guess not feeding him for 

a week before the game gets him suitably motivated to try snacking on 

opposition players whilst on the pitch. 

 

13. Tennessee Tainted 1 

Well colour me yellow and call me a dirty Elgi – the great unwashed of 

Tennessee have surprised everyone by holding the Man-Terror Raiders to 

a draw, and a scoreless draw at that. Although they didn’t manage to 
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score one of those elusive things known as a touchdown, their defensive 

effort was impressive, keeping one of the league powerhouses from scoring.  

 

One downside for the team is that they will be missing the services of 

Crook Bone after his knee was bent at an unnatural angle after someone 

took offence at him injuring a Raiders player. The injury will leave the 

pusbag with a lingering problem for the remainder of the season.  

 

Sadly this good showing doesn’t get much of a reward in the rankings as 

one outstanding game doesn’t make up for a season of suckage. 

 

14. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 1 

The Tru Bloods continue their slow slide down the rankings with another 

tough loss against the Grudgebreakers. It was a violent encounter with 

several True Bloods linemen suffering grievous injuries as well four more 

being taken from the pitch but will be available for the next game. Once 

again Eric proved his worth by matching the brutality of the 

Grudgebreakers with his own thirst for blood and violence. With no chance 

of making the finals the Tru Bloods are now playing for pride, and we all 

know how big a vampire’s ego can be – so I expect a stronger showing in 

their next game. 

 

15. Da Badland Bashers  

A touchdown to Ragnag in the dying seconds of the game salvaged something 

for the Bashers in this game as they struggled to get a hold of the 

ladies from Armadale. The A’holes got away to a two touchdown lead and 

managed to avoid the violent tendencies of the Bashers as the Orcs tried 

to claw their way back into the game. It must be of great concern to 

Coach Malt that his team failed to beat down the soft, squishy ‘umies. 

Orc teams are renowned for their ability to beat teams into submission 

and the fact the Bashers failed to hurt any of the almost naked A’holes 

is an embarrassment to all greenskins everywhere. 

 

Once again the Bashers are not at the bottom because they suck slightly 

less than the Orcs from Blacktongue. This spot on the rankings will most 

likely be their home for the remainder of the season. 

 

16. Blacktongue Raiders  

And we are back to the regularly scheduled program of not scoring 

touchdowns. The Raiders once again focused of bashing and seemed to have 

forgotten all their training about getting the ball into the endzone. 

Admittedly the bashing element of their game was pretty nasty. Dkok 
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were punched pretty hard, suffering three serious injuries at the hands 

of the Raiders. On the downside of the bash game was the Raiders suffering 

a couple of injuries themselves, with Godstompa suffering a debilitating 

knee injury and Rotgrub take a hard knock to the head and hasn’t been 

cleared for the next game. 

 

So we still have a Dwarf team still on top and Orcs dwelling in the cellar 

(as it should be!). There were a few surprise results in Round 4 which 

lead to moves in the rankings that few would have expected. The main 

interest in Round 5 for me is if the Lightning and DKOK can knock Stokal 

off the top spot. Also, will other teams like the Jets manage to find some 

consistent form for the lead into the last few games of the season and 

set themselves up for a playoff run? 

 

Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost 

his mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each 

round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL 

facebook page. 

 

Signed 

The Stinky Dwarf B 
There is only one Nuffle and Roze-El is his prophet! 
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